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we've started a process to migrate everyone to the latest versions of creative cloud and document cloud. if you find your serial number has expired, please use the button below to request an extension.
we're aware of some issues with the serial console and the vm's operating system. here's a list of these issues and steps for mitigation for linux vms. these issues and mitigations apply to both vms and virtual

machine scale set instances. if these don't match the error you're seeing, see the common serial console service errors at common serial console errors. house and senate documents contain various
materials ordered printed by both chambers of congress. documents can include reports of executive departments and agencies, some of which are submitted in accordance with federal law, then later are

ordered printed as congressional documents. sometimes committee prints are ordered printed as congressional documents also, if the information they contain is in demand. documents contained in a serial
set volume will also appear in the govinfo congressional documents collection. with the october 2018 update, versions of creative cloud and document cloud are only available if deployed via named user

licensing. on november 30, 2019, many customers will also be affected by expiring serial numbers. to avoid interruption and to access the latest versions of the apps, customers must migrate to named user
licensing. for more detail, see the announcement. the vms and virtual machine scale sets that you create are automatically added to the serial set. the capacity units for the vm of virtual machine scale set
can be added manually. after this capacity unit is added, if you add more than one capacity unit, they will all be marked as pending in the serial set. when the capacity units are added to the serial set, they

are not yet used and will not be listed in the schedule of volume. the capacity units of the vm are simply added to the serial number of each volume of the serial set.
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the serial console requires a local user
with a configured password. vms or

virtual machine scale sets configured
only with an ssh public key won't be

able to sign in to the serial console. to
create a local user with a password,

use the vmaccess extension, which is
available in the portal by selecting

reset password in the azure portal, and
create a local user with a password.
you can also reset the administrator
password in your account by using
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grub to boot into single user mode.
serial numbers have a finite lifespan,
and a number of serials are expiring
through the end of 2019. while most
customers can and should migrate
from serial numbers to named user

licensing, re-serialization is possible for
those needing to remain with

traditional serialization. when you
deploy a new vm using the azure

portal, the vm is assigned a unique
serial number, consisting of a letter
and a number. this serial number is
used to identify the vm in the serial
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console. this number is used in the
event of a catastrophic failure. after

such a failure, the vm's serial number
is displayed in the serial console and it

can be used to restart the vm. each
azure vm is assigned a serial number,
beginning with the 1st session of the
15th congress in 1817. reports and
documents for each chamber are
numbered sequentially by either

congress or session, depending on the
year of publication. senate reports

have been numbered sequentially by
congress since the beginning, but
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house reports were numbered by
session until the 1st session of the
47th congress in 1881 when they

began to be numbered sequentially by
congress. both senate and house

documents were numbered by session
until the 1st session of the 60th

congress in 1907, after which time
they have been numbered sequentially

by congress. 5ec8ef588b
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